CALL FOR INTERNSHIP APPLICATIONS

Cold War History Research Center at
Corvinus University of Budapest

Academic year
2020/21

The Cold War History Research Center Budapest seeks students from any field interested in the 20th Century and/or Cold War history, open to an international working environment, for substantive, research-centered internship positions.

Possible tasks for interns:

- Gathering knowledge on 20th Century Hungarian, East European and Cold War History, included conducting research for professional background of TV programs (documentary films). (Research in libraries, archives, and online databases.)
- Facebook-post writing and raising our website’s awareness through our social network
- Editing and developing the Center’s website www.coldwar.hu (including compiling chronologies, bibliographies and other research aids) and cataloguing its library
- Translating to English and/or proofreading
- Eventually team-leading of common projects, taking part in the event organization of the Center and helping to hand in applications for international tenders

Current research projects:

- Bibliography of New Cold War History
- So-called “On this day” project at our Facebook profile
- East-Central Europe and the German question
- Hungary and the East-West relationship and Hungary’s relationship to the countries of the Soviet Bloc
- The history of the Warsaw Pact
**Required language skills:** English is a must, any language of the Eastern-European region is a plus, Hungarian is an asset.

Payment unfortunately cannot be provided by the Center, but we can guarantee flexible working hours! The internships, however, are eligible for scholarship funding from the European Union. Please contact your university’s ERASMUS or other international coordinator, career service or try to arrange other ways of funding if required.

NEW: We are able to organize your internship in a corresponding form as well!

If you are interested, **please send to us an up-to-date CV and a cover letter** specifying areas of interest and/or expertise, and the dates that you would like to do your internship in the format DD/MM/YYYY (start) – DD/MM/YYYY (end). We offer usually two-month/three-month internships, but not only.

**For further information or for submitting your applications please send an e-mail to our Research Coordinator, Mr. Simon SZILVASI to coordinator@coldwar.hu**